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GEOMETRIC TAMING OF COMPACTA LN En

DAVID G. WRIGHT

ABSTRACT. We investigate fc-dimensional compacta in En (k < n — 3) that

satisfy geometric properties. We prove that such a compactum X in En is

tamely embedded if each point of X can be touched by the tip of a cone from

the complement of X. Furthermore, we show that a fc-dimensional compactum

Y in En (fc < n — 3) is tame if Y has vertical order n — k —2.

1. Introduction. About a decade ago several interesting and beautiful results

appeared on taming 2-spheres in Euclidean 3-space E3 using geometric conditions.

Results by Bothe [Boi] and Loveland [Li] show that a 2-sphere in E3 must be

tamely embedded in E3 if it has double tangent balls at each of its points. These

results were incorporated into an important work of J. W. Cannon [Ci,C2,C3]

where he developed the idea of '-taming sets. A consequence of Cannon's work is

that a crumpled cube C in E3 is a 3-cell if the boundary of C can be touched at

each point by a pencil; i.e., if for each point p of the boundary of C there is a solid

right circular cone with vertex at p which lies in the closure of the complement of

C. Recently, Daverman and Loveland [D-Li] showed that a 2-sphere in E3 with

uniform interior tangent balls is flat.

All of the obvious generalizations of the above results to higher dimensions are

false with the possible exception of the last which is not known. Daverman and

Loveland [D-L2] and Loveland and Wright [L-W] have shown that there are wild

spheres in En (n > 3) with double tangent balls at each point. Such examples also

show that Cannon's work does not have a straightforward generalization.

Another geometric approach to taming theory in E3 is to consider the vertical

order of a sphere as was done in [J-L,L2,L3 and C-L]. These results seem to have

no generalization to En (n > 3). Daverman's inflation technique [D] can be used to

construct wild spheres in En (n > 3) of vertical order two.

The purpose of this paper is to give taming theorems which are in the spirit of the

above 3-dimensional results; however, the object to be tamed will be a compactum

of appropriate dimension in En.

The author gratefully acknowledges helpful conversations with John Walsh that

aided in the preparation of this paper.

2. Définitions and notation. We use Sn, Bn, and En to denote the n-sphere, the

n-cell, and Euclidean n-space, respectively. We use, dimX to denote the dimension

of a space X, and if X c En, we let dem X denote the dimension of embedding

of X [Bri,Br2,S]. If X is a /c-dimensional compactum in En (k < n — 3), we say

X is tame or tamely embedded if dimX = dem X. For polyhedra and Cantor sets
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this corresponds with the usual notions of tameness. For n # 4 it is known that

dim X = dem X if and only if En — X is 1-LC at each point of X; i.e., for each

x G X and neighborhood U of x in En, there is a smaller neighborhood V of a; in

En such that any map a: S1 —► V — X is null-homotopic in U — X. We refer the

interested reader to [E] for a deeper discussion.

Let v,w be vectors in En. We let v-w denote the usual dot product and ||v||

denote the usual norm. Choose p G En, v a unit vector in En, 9 an angle between 0

and 7r/2, and h a positive number. We define the cone with tip p, angle 9, altitude

h, and vector v to be the set

xGEn\(x-p)-v<ha.nd..X~P.. -v>cosfli.
If-pii J

Let p be a point in a set X Ç En. We say that X can 6e touched by the tip of the

cone at p if there is a cone with tip p whose interior misses X.

A set X in En is said to have vertical order k (k a nonnegative integer) if each

line of the form {p} xE1, pG En~1, meets X in at most k points.
»

3. Taming compacta with cones.

Theorem 3.1. Let X be a k-dimensional compactum in En (k<n — 3) so that

each point of X can be touched by the tip of a cone. Then X is tame.

LEMMA 3.2. Theorem 3.1 is true in case each point p of X can be touched by

the cone of angle 9, altitude h, and vector v(p) provided there is a unit vector v and

a positive angle 6' <6 so that v• v(p) > cosö' for allpGX.

PROOF OF LEMMA 3.2. Let a,b be real numbers with 0 < b-a < h. We define
X[a, b] = {x G X\a < x ■ v < b}. Since X can be written as the finite union of such

closed sets, we will show that X is tame by showing that X[o, b] is tame. Each line

in En parallel to v meets X[a,b] in at most one point. Hence, by the Klee trick

[K], we may assume that X[a, b] lies in an (n — l)-dimensional hyperplane of En. It

is now an easy matter to verify that En — X[a,b] is 1-LC at each point of X[a,b}.

We may therefore conclude that X[a, b] is tame for n^i When n = 4, X[a, b] is

still tame by the Klee trick [K] if dimX[a, b] = 0 and by a theorem of Bryant and

Sumners [Br-S] if dimX[a, b] = 1.

Lemma 3.3. Theorem 3.1 is true in case each point of X can be touched by a

cone of angle 9 and altitude h.

PROOF. Let 9' = 9/2. By compactness there are finitely many unit vectors

vi,V2,..., Vfc so that for each unit vector u, u • v¿ > cosö' for some v¿.

Let Xi be the set of all points in X which can be touched by a cone of angle

9, altitude h, and vector w with w • v¿ > cost?'. The set X¿ is a closed set which

satisfies Lemma 3.2 and is, therefore, tame. Since X is the union of the X¿, we find

that X is tame.

PROOF OF THEOREM 3.1. We let X¿ be the set of all points in X which can

be touched by a cone of angle 1/i and altitude \ji. Each X¿ is a closed subset of

X which is tame by Lemma 3.3. Since X is the union of the X¿ we conclude that

X is tame.

Theorem 3.1 might lead one to believe that a low-dimensional compactum X in

En is tame if each point of X can be touched by a straight line segment in En

i
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which meets X precisely at the given point. This is not true as will be seen in the

next section.

4. Vertical order of compacta. If P is a compact fc-dimensional subpolyhedron

of En (k < n—2), then by a strong general position theorem [Be-R] we may assume

that P has vertical order (n — 1). This is often done for a knot in 3-space so that

the projection onto the plane has no triple points. We now show that this result

can be extended to compacta in a very natural way.

Theorem 4.1. IfX is a k-dimensional compactum inEn (k<n — 2 if n ^ 3

or k = 0 ifn = 3), then there is an arbitrarily small homeomorphism h of En, fixed

outside an arbitrary neighborhood ofX so that h(X) has vertical order n — 1.

PROOF. Since X has embedding dimension less than (n — 1) [Bri, S,E], we can

find in any neighborhood Co of X an open ei-mapping cylinder neighborhood whose

spine is a polyhedron Pi in En of dimension n — 2. We may assume that Pi has

vertical order n — 1. Let Ci C Co be a neighborhood of Pi chosen so that for

each vertical line, I, lC\U\ is contained in the union of (n — 1) intervals in I each

of length less than 1. Using the mapping cylinder neighborhood, we construct an e\-

homeomorphism h\\ En —► En, fixed outside the mapping cylinder neighborhood,

so that h1(X)CU1.

Inductively, we find an ej+i-mapping cylinder neighborhood of X¿ = /i¿ o hi-i o

• • • o /i2 o hi(X) that is contained in Ui and that has a polyhedron Pî+i of vertical

order n — 1 as a spine. Let C¿+i Ç Ui be a neighborhood of P¿ chosen so that for

each vertical line I, ZnCi+i is contained in the union of (n — 1) intervals in I each of

length less than l/(i + 1). Once again we use the mapping cylinder neighborhood

to construct an e¿+i-homeomorphism /i¿+i : En -> En fixing the complement of the

mapping cylinder neighborhood and taking X¿ into ¡7¿+i.

By choosing the e¿ appropriately the limit h of (hi o ••• o /i2 o h%) is an e-

homeomorphism for any preassigned e, which is fixed outside the neighborhood

Uç, of X. Since h(X) Ç Ui, we conclude that h(X) has vertical order n — 1.

We use Theorem 4.1 to construct wild embeddings of continua in En with small

vertical order.

THEOREM 4.2. For k < n — 3, there is a wild k-dimensional compactum in En

with vertical order n — k—1. For k > 0 the compactum is connected.

PROOF. For k = 0 we choose a wildly embedded Cantor set in En. By Theorem

4.1 we may assume that the Cantor set has vertical order n — 1. For k > 0, let A

be an arc in En~k that contains a wild Cantor set C. We may assume that A has

vertical order n — k — 1 in En~k. Let p be a point in Bk. Then Bk X C U {p} X A

is a fc-dimensional continuum in En = Ekx En~k with vertical order n — k — 1.

The examples of tangled continua of Bothe [Bo] and McMillan and Row [M-R]

show that a 1-dimensional continuum in E3 need not have embedding dimension

1. For those 1-dimensional compacta which do. have embedding dimension 1, the

proof of Theorem 4.1 shows that such compacta can be made to have vertical order

2 in E3. It would be surprising if tangled continua could have vertical order 2. We

therefore make the following conjecture.

CONJECTURE. A 1-dimensional compactum in E3 with vertical order 2 must

have embedding dimension 1.
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5. Vertical order and taming compacta. Theorem 4.2 shows that a wild, k-

dimensional compactum in En (k < n — 3) may have vertical order as small as

n — k — 1. The following theorem states that any smaller vertical order forces the

set to be tame.

Theorem 5.1. Let Y be a k-dimensional compactum in En (k < n —3). If Y

has vertical order n — k — 2, then Y is tame.

Theorem 5.1 is a consequence of the following three theorems. Theorem 5.2 is a

well-known fact from dimension theory [H-W, p. 93; H]. Theorem 5.3 seems to be

known but has not been explicitly stated in the literature.

THEOREM 5.2. Suppose f is a closed mapping of a space X on a space Y so that

f~1(y) has at most k points for each point ofY. Then dim Y < dimX + k — 1.

THEOREM 5.3. Let X be a k-dimensional compactum in En (k < n — 3) and

P: En —► En~l X {0} be the natural projection map. Suppose dimP(X) < n — 3 and

dimX nP~1(z) < 0 for each z G En~l. Then En-X is 1-LC at each point ofX.

PROOF. Let / be a map of B2 into En. It will be sufficient to show that /

can be approximated arbitrarily closely by a map / so that f(B2)(~)X = 0. Since

P(X) x E1 is (n — 2)-dimensional, we may assume, without loss of generality, that

/_1(P(X) XÊ1) is a Cantor set C in the interior of B2. For each point p in C

we find a small open (n — l)-cell C in En~x so that U X E1 contains f(p) and

(C X {w}) n X = 0 for some real number w which differs from the last coordinate

of f(p) by a small preassigned number. By compactness we find a finite number

of pairwise disjoint disks D\,Di,...,Dk in B2 whose interiors cover C so that the

diameters of /(-D¿) are small, f(Di) cUiXE1 for some small (n—l)-cell C¿ in En~1,

and (Ui X {wi})nX = 0 for real numbers w¿ which differ from the last coordinate

of any point in /(D¿) by a small amount. Let / equal / on the complement of the

Dj. We define / on the interior of D¿ by using a vertical homotopy to the level

En~1 x {u>i} and then sending the rest of Z)¿ into C¿ X {w¿}.

THEOREM 5.4. LetX be a compactum as in Theorem 5.3. ThenX is tame in
En.

PROOF. As was mentioned in §2, it is well known that the 1-LC condition

implies tame for n # 4. For n = 4 Theorem 5.4 is known for the special case when

X is 1-dimensional and lies in a hyperplane [Br-S]. John Walsh and the author

have been able to use this special case to show that Theorem 5.4 is true for n = 4

as well [Wa-Wr]. The proof will not be given here.

Proof of Theorem 5.1. Let P: En -► En~x x {0} be the natural projection.

By Theorem 5.2 dimP(Y) < n - 3. By Theorem 5.4 Y is tame.
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